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ABSTRACT

The impact of roads unevenness, i.e. presence of  upward and

downward motion  zones in the road on auto transport fuel

consumption is studied. The task of calculation of optimum

interrelation of motion speed and acceleration at the uneven

roads in sense of reaching of minimum consumed fuel and

minimum emissions on environment is formulated and

solved. In the study, an analysis of known works on the topic

of research was carried out, which showed that the uneven�

ness of the road, i.e. the presence of descents and ascents on

the route is one of the main reasons that led to an increase in

fuel consumption by vehicles on the route, while the problem

of calculating the optimal functional relationship between

the speed and acceleration has not yet been solved.

Formulated and solved the problem of finding the optimal

relationship between the speed and acceleration of vehicles in

terms of achieving the minimum fuel consumption on an

uneven track. Practical recommendations have been devel�

oped for the implementation of the proposed optimal driving

regime on uneven terrain containing descents and ascents.
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Experimental research 

Experimental studies carried out using the SMPS installation 
in Los Angeles to determine the concentration distribution of 
ultrafine aerosol in the range of particle diameters of 6-220 nm 
showed that both the total number of aerosol particles and their 
volume concentration decrease exponentially depending on the 
distance to motorways [4]. In this case, the normalized amount of 
aerosol particles decreases as follows  

y exp 0.01x  (1) 

where x is the distance to the motorway. 
The volume concentration of the same aerosol particles de-

creases according to the law  

y 0.087 1.08 exp 0.0093 x     (2) 

Graphs of expressions (1) and (2) are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 1. Distribution of the number of aerosol particles with a size of 
6-220 nm, depending on the distance to the highway [4] 

Figure 2. Distribution of the volumetric concentration of aerosol particles 
with a size of 6-220 nm, depending on the distance to the highway [4] 

Experimental studies carried out in New York using the TSI 
3039 type FMPS setup made it possible to determine the follow-
ing distribution laws for the concentration of ultrafine aerosol 
particles [5] 

/123
1N 13138 43242e D

 (3) 

during the first week, where N – is the total quantitative concen-
tration (particle • cm-3); D – Is the distance in meters, and  

/ 69
2N 32665 22078e D

 (4) 

during the second week. 
Graphs of expressions (3) and (4) are shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Graphs of the distribution of the volumetric amount of aerosol 
ultrafine particles depending on the distance to the highway during the 

first week (1) and the second week (2) 

Measurements in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA with MS&T meters, 
Air Diagnostics Inc. and OPC, model 1.108; Grimm Technolo-
gies Inc. showed that both ultrafine (10-100 nm) and coarse (1-
2.5 m) aerosol components have an exponential distribution 
depending on the distance to the highway, however, the attenua-
tion coefficient in the distribution law of coarse aerosol particles 
is much greater than for fine particles [6]. The corresponding 
particle distribution plots are shown in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. Curves of distribution of the volumetric concentration 
of aerosol particles depending on the distance to the highway  

for coarse particles (1) and for ultrafine particles (2) 
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The distribution of the volumetric concentration of aerosol 
near highways has a bimodal character [7]. The first maximum in 
the zone of particle diameters of 0.01-0.05 μm occurs in the 
range of 0.02-0.03 μm due to the rapid cooling of exhaust gases 
from automobiles [8]. The second maximum in the 0.05–1 μm 
zone occurs in the 0.05–0.3 μm range due to incomplete fuel 
combustion in diesel vehicles [9]. Moreover, the distribution 
laws of these two fractions of atmospheric aerosol are very dif-
ferent. The fraction in the range of 0.01-0.05 μm has an expo-
nential law of rapid decrease in volumetric concentration, while 
the fraction in the range of 0.05-0.3 μm has a slow weakening of 
the volumetric concentration over distance. 

At the same time, aerosol pollution of environment is not the 
only negative factor in impact of vehicles on environmental life 
support conditions in urban environment. 

One of the most important factors requiring close attention of 
environment in terms of ensuring life safety of  population is the 
pollution by heavy metals of adjacent to major highways. Ac-
cording to science [10], in accordance with modern 
ecotoxicological assessments, hazardous heavy metals in the soil 
form a series 

Se > Ti > Sb > Cd > V > Hg > Ni > Cu > Cr > As > Ba 

This series is very different from the series of hazard of 
heavy metals, adopted in GOST 17.4.1.02-83, in which the haz-
ard of Pb, Zn and Co in soils is exaggerated, and V, Sb and Ba is 
underestimated [10]. 

As a result of measurements with a 210VGP atomic absorp-
tion spectrometer, carried out in the town of Kano, Nigeria, 
mainly decreasing distribution laws of such types of heavy met-
als as Fe, Pb, Cu, Zn and Cr were obtained [11] 
(Fig. 5). 

Figure 5. Distribution of hazardous metals concentration in soil 
depending on the distance to motorway [11] 

The condition of the road surface and profile of road have a 
significant impact on the emission of harmful substances and 
fuel consumption [1]. Such a close relationship of transport and 
transport-road structural units leads to the presence of regression 
relationships between fuel consumption and various indicators of 
environmental pollution by vehicles. There is the following re-

gression relationship between fuel consumption (x) and emis-
sions 2 (y) [12]. 

y 26 ,87 x 0 ,9464   for gasoline (5) 

y 24 ,173 x 2 ,1889  for diesel (6)  

The corresponding graphs of dependencies (5), (6) are shown 
in Fig. 6 [12]. 

Figure 6. Regression plots of CO2 emission (g / km)  
on fuel consumption (l / 100km) for a gasoline engine (5) 

and a diesel engine (6) 

At the same time, there is the following statistical relation-
ship between the degree of emission of the i-th pollutant (EOi) 

 and the degree of fuel consumption (FR) [13] 

FREO i (7) 

E FREO ii (8) 

where E is the emission index, g / sec; FR - consumption rate 
fuel (g / sec); , =const. 

Taking into account the above, we can conclude that degree 
of fuel consumption can be considered as main indicator that 
determines volume of emitted emissions into the atmosphere. 
Therefore, in order to determine integrated vehicle emissions in 
hilly urban areas, it is sufficient to determine the fuel consump-
tion rate at various speeds and accelerations that occur when 
driving on slopes and inclines. Thus, in this article, the problem 
is posed of finding the optimal relationship between the driving 
speed and the acceleration of vehicles with some introduced re-
strictions in the sense of achieving minimum emissions into the 
atmosphere when driving on an uneven track containing descents 
and ascents. 

Method for solving the problem 

A similar research task was formulated and solved in a slight-
ly different way in [14]. To develop a new method for solving 
the problem, we partially use the results of work [14], according 
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to which the concept of a system of ecological driving of a car on 
a track with a descent and an ascent was developed (Fig. 7). 

This system uses a vehicle dynamics model; engine fuel con-
sumption model and road surface gradient information. This 
model generates a control input that maximizes fuel economy on 
the highway. 

Figure 7. Eco driving system concept using road shape information 
and model prediction 

The fuel consumed by a car at any speed and acceleration can 
be calculated using the formula [14]:  

32 2fv b b0 1v b2v b3v a c0 1c v c2v( )   (9) 

where b i; 0,1, 2, 3; 0,1, 2;ii C i;   – constant values. 
In future, a specific research task is formed as follows. In ac-

cordance with the proposed car model, it is assumed that in op-
timal mode there is a unique function 

v v( )a       (10) 

denoting the assumption that acceleration of the quantity a can 
be developed only at a speed v. 

In this case, the restrictive condition is introduced 

0

0

1

a

a

S F v( (a))da c; c const   (11) 

where F – any continuous monotone function. 
Taking into account expressions (9) and (10), the integral 

partial functional of the goal can have the form 

0

0

32 2
.1 10 2 3 0 1 2

a

u
a

f b b v a( ) b v a( ) b v a( ) a c( c v(a) c v a( ) )    da

 (12) 

Taking into account expressions (11) and (12), compose the 
complete functional of unconditional variational optimization 

0 0

0 0

32 2
.2 0 1 2 3 0 1 2

a a

u
a a

f b bv a( ) b v(a) b v a( ) a(c c v(a) c v a( ) ) da F(v(a))da

(13) 
where  – Lagrange multiplier. 

Thus, it is required to find such a function v( ) at which the 
value fu.2 – the integral value of consumed fuel reaches  minimum 

value. 
We give an approximate solution to the formed optimization 

problem in the form of a model study using the model data given 
in [14]. 

Model research 

Solving the problem of minimizing expression (13) is equiva-
lent to minimizing the following functional (in what follows, we 
assume that F is the identity function):  

2b bv(a) b v(a) b v(a) a(c c v(a) c v(a)2) da v(a)da
0

0

0

0

210
3

32102.1u.

a

a

a

a

f

 (14) 

According to [14], constant coefficients b and c are defined 
as b0 = 0,1569; b1 = 2,450·10-2; b2 = -7,415·10-4; b3=5,975·10-5; 
c0=0,07224; c1=9,681·10-2; c2=1,075·10-3. 

According to Euler's method [15], the optimal function v( )opt 
at which the functional of the goal (14) would reach an extreme 
value is determined by the condition: 

0
)

)210
3

3
2

210

dv(a
d b b v(a) b v(a) b v(a) a(c c v(a) c v(a)2 v(a

(15) 

Taking into account condition (15), as well as the above val-
ues of the constants a and b, obtain 

42 5 2 2

3

2,450 7,415 10 (v a) 3 5,975 10 (v a) a 9,681
02 1,075 10a v( )a

10     10 2 (16) 

Having performed the necessary calculations, represent ex-
pression (16) in the following form 

v(a)2 v(a)(12a 8,3) 13,6 54a 0       (17) 

Solving the quadratic equation (17) obtain 

av (a) 13,6 54aa
4
128,3

2
8,3 12 2

1,2
 (18) 

In expression (18), one should choose addition, since other-
wise, with negative accelerations, negative values of v (a) can be 
obtained. Therefore, we have  

13,6v(a) a 54aa
4
128,3

2
8,3 12 2

 (19) 

The resulting expression (19) determines the optimal rela-
tionship between acceleration and vehicle speed at which emis-
sions to the environment are minimal.  
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Discussions 

As can be seen from expression (19), regardless of the sign 
and magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier , for small a we ob-
tain large v(a) and vice versa. Consequently, to achieve the ex-
treme value of the target functional at high speed, a small posi-
tive acceleration must be realized and vice versa. With negative 
acceleration, everything happens the other way around, i.e. at 
high speed, a large negative acceleration is required, and at low 
speed, a small negative acceleration is required.  

The extremum of functional (14) turns into a minimum under 
the condition  

2v(a) 8,3 12a        (20) 

Therefore, the above conclusions are valid for 

12
2v(a)

12
a 8,3

   (21) 

for both positive and negative . 
Otherwise, these conclusions should be reversed. 
As can be seen from the above, the specific value of the La-

grange multiplier  does not affect the obtained qualitative con-
clusions.  

Formally, to calculate the value of , it suffices to write ex-
pression (18) into integral (11), carry out the integration, and for 
a given value C calculate the value 0. 

Conclusions 

Let's formulate the main conclusions of the study: 
1. Analysis of well-known works on the topic of research

showed that the unevenness of the road, i.e. the presence of de-
scents and ascents on the highway is one of the main reasons that 
led to an increase in fuel consumption by vehicles on the high-
way. 

2. Analysis of the known works on calculating the fuel con-
sumed by vehicles on uneven terrain with descents and ascents 
showed that until now the problem of calculating the optimal 
functional relationship between the speed of movement and ac-
celeration has not been solved.  

3. Formulated and solved the problem of finding the optimal
relationship between the speed and acceleration of vehicles in 
terms of achieving the minimum fuel consumption on an uneven 
track. Practical recommendations have been developed for the 
implementation of the proposed optimal driving regime on une-
ven terrain containing descents and ascents. 
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